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ABSTRACT
The Impact of Calendering on the Electronic Heterogeneity of Lithium-Ion Electrode Films
Emilee Hunter
Department of Chemical Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
Advancements in Li-ion batteries are needed especially for the development of electric vehicles and stationary energy storage. Prior research has shown mesoscale variations in electrode
electronic conductive properties, which can cause capacity loss and uneven electrochemical behavior of Li-ion batteries. A micro-four-line probe (µ4LP) was used to measure electronic conductivity and contact resistance over mm-length scales in that prior work. This work describes improvements to overcome the challenge of unreliable surface contact between the µ4LP and the sample.
Ultimately a second generation flexible probe called the micro-radial-surface probe (µRSP) was
designed and produced. The test fixture was also optimized to obtain consistent contact with the
new measurement probe and to perform measurements at a lower force.
The µRSP was then used to study the effect of heterogeneity on calendering, which is the
compression of electrode films to obtain a uniform thickness and desired porosity. The thickness,
electronic conductivity and contact resistance of two cathodes and one anode were measured before and after calendering. The the spatial standard deviation divided by the mean was used as a
measure of heterogeneity. The results show variability in conductive properties increased for two
of the three samples after calendering, despite the increased uniformity in thickness of the electrodes. This suggests that additional quality control metrics are needed besides thickness to be able
to identify uneven degradation and produce longer lasting batteries.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries power prominent technologies such as cell phones, cars, and
computers. Advancements in Li-ion batteries are needed especially for the development of electric
vehicles and stationary energy storage [3,4]. A deep understanding of the factors that affect battery
performance allows for such improvements.
A key metric that characterizes the performance of battery electrodes is electronic conductivity [5]. Li-ion battery electrodes are metal foils coated with a thin film of electrochemically
active material. Research has shown significant electronic conductivity spatial variation of the electrode film on a mesoscale. This heterogeneity affects the battery performance, causing capacity
loss and uneven electrochemical behavior [6–8].
During calendering, a step in the manufacturing process of Li-ion batteries, the electrode
film is compressed to achieve a uniform thickness and desired porosity. It is commonly accepted
that calendering increases the uniformity of Li-ion electrodes. However, how calendering affects
the heterogeneity on a millimeter scale has not been fully investigated. The focus of this work is to
determine the effect of calendering on the electronic conductivity uniformity of Li-ion electrodes
at this scale.

1.1

Research Project Scope and Motivation
I investigated the effect of calendering on the electronic conductivity of Li-ion electrodes.

The compression of the film affects the pore structure and the electrical and ionic performance of
electrodes [9, 10]. The effect of calendering on bulk properties has been explored; however, the
effect of calendering on local heterogeneity within the film needs to be addressed. I addressed
the following research questions: Does thickness variation correspond to electronic conductivity
variation in the electrode films? Is there a correlation between heterogeneity in electronic conductivity to the heterogeneity in thickness before and after calendering? My hypothesis was that

1

locations of high thickness before calendering correlate to “hot spots,” or spots of high electronic
conductivity due to the greater amount of conductive material that was compressed during calendering. This investigation was accomplished by performing a thickness variation analysis on
un-calendered electrodes and accurately measuring electronic conductivity on a mm-scale before
and after electrodes were calendered. Additional work was done to improve the reliability of the
electronic conductivity measurements.

1.2

Outline of Thesis
This thesis is organized into five chapters. In order to better understand this work, Chapter

2 provides necessary background information such as the description of basic battery operation,
current Li-ion battery research, and past research related to this project. Chapter 3 describes the development of a method to measure uncalendered electrodes, and the optimization of the electronic
measurements. Chapter 4 is dedicated to the study to understand the impact of calendering on the
mesoscale heterogeneity in electronic properties. The experimental design, tools, measurements,
and results are included. Finally, a conclusion about impact of the results and the possible future
work following the project are covered in chapter 5.

2

CHAPTER 2.

BACKGROUND

This chapter covers key background information on Li-ion batteries to enhance the understanding of this work. First, the key components, operating principles, and manufacturing processes of Li-ion batteries are described. Second, the issues and challenges facing Li-ion batteries
are addressed. Relevant literature relating to electronic conductivity, calendering, and heterogeneity are discussed. Finally, prior work to determine conductive properties of Li-ion electrode films
is discussed.

2.1

Overview of Li-ion Batteries
After extensive research and development, rechargeable lithium-ion batteries were first

commercialized and sold to the public in the 1990s; Sony first produced commercial Li-ion batteries in 1991. This commercialization was due to the development of storage electrodes based on Li
ions instead of lithium metal and other advancements in battery chemistry [1, 11, 12].
Lithium became an attractive choice as rechargeable battery material mostly due to the
large potential difference between the anode and cathode. This characteristic gives rise to highenergy-density and high-power-density batteries, especially in comparison to other types of batteries (Figure 2.1). The high-energy density makes Li-ion batteries a popular choice for application
in electrical vehicles and stationary energy storage. Additionally, the small ionic radius of Li ions
allows them to reversibly insert into multiple electrode materials, allowing for rechargeable cells
that can last thousands of cycles. [1, 3, 4, 12–16].
Lithium-ion batteries are made up of electrodes, liquid electrolyte, and a polymer separator as seen in Figure 2.2. The electrodes, an anode and a cathode, are metallic foils or current
collectors, coated on both sides with electrochemically active material. The electrolyte provides a
transport medium for the Li ions. The separator is a barrier to electron flow, which causes electrons
to go through an external circuit, while Li-ions flow through the separator.

3

Figure 2.1: Diagram of volumetric energy density and gravimetric energy density of different
battery types. Adapted from Tarsacon et al. [1].

Li-ion batteries are assembled by layering the anode and cathode with the separator in
between. The double-sided coating of each electrode minimizes the amount of current collector
needed because both sides can function as electrode surfaces after the electrodes are rolled or
folded. The resulting stack of electrodes and separator is then placed in a metal battery casing or
flexible pouch. The liquid electrolyte is then added and the battery is sealed. For Li-ion batteries
to be functional the cathode and anode current collectors are electrically connected to the external
positive and negative terminals, respectively.
Electrons and Li ions flow from the anode to the cathode during discharge [1,2,11,14]. The
different electric and electrochemical potential between the anode and cathode causes the electron
and ion flow, respectively [11, 14].
The principle reaction in rechargeable Li-ion batteries is intercalation of Li ions. Intercalation is the reversible insertion of Li ions in the electrode material. During charge, Li ions are
pulled, or deintercalated, from the cathode material and are incorporated into the anode material
structure [4, 13, 14, 17].

4

Figure 2.2: Basic battery structure of a thin-film lithium-ion battery cell and orientation of the
double-sided anode and cathode layers (not to scale) [2].

Electrode films are made up of three main components: active material, carbon additive,
and polymeric binder. The active material is where the important intercalation reaction between
ions and electrons takes place. LiCoO2 , LiMn2 O4 , and LiFePO4 are a few of the most common active material chemistries used in cathodes [4, 18]. The active material in anodes is usually
graphite [4]. Carbon additive is electronically conductive, so it provides additional pathways for
electrons, and is typically added in the form of nanoscale particles known as carbon black. The
binder acts as a glue to hold all of the particles together and to attach them to the current collector.
Polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) is a common binder for commercial Li-ion batteries [19].
The basic steps to manufacture Li-ion electrodes are (1) mixing, (2) coating, (3) drying,
and (4) calendering. The electrode film is created by mixing the materials (active material, carbon,
and binder) together with a solvent to create a wet slurry. This slurry is then coated on top of a
conductive metal foil. A doctor blade or slot die is used to control the coating thickness [5,20]. The
wet slurry is then dried and the electrode is calendered to compress the film to a uniform thickness
and desired porosity. Following this process the electrode roll is cut and pieces are assembled into
a Li-ion battery [5, 21].
Figure 2.3 is a cross section of a Li-ion film after the active material, carbon, and binder
are mixed together with a solvent and dried. As shown, the microstructure exhibits three main
domains: active material, meso-scale pores, and carbon-binder domain. Carbon has high surface
5

area where the binder tends to stick. Thus the carbon and binder clump together into what is
defined as the carbon-binder domain, which also includes nano-pores. Stephenson et al. identified
the existence of such porous carbon-binder domains by use of focused ion beam (FIB) milling of
cross sections followed by scanning electron microscope (SEM) imaging [22].
As shown in Figure 2.3 the manufacturing technique does not guarantee homogeneous
distribution of active material, carbon, and meso-scale pores. This heterogeneity is discussed more
fully later in this chapter.

Figure 2.3: FIB/SEM of a Li-ion film showing the non-uniform distribution of (a) carbon and
binder, (b) active material, and (c) large pores. The (d) current collect is shown at the bottom. [2].

There are several consumer Li-ion battery designs such as cylindrical and prismatic cells.
One common cylindrical cell is the so-called 18650 geometry. The name describes that the cell is
about 18 mm in diameter and 65 mm in length. Prismatic, or rectangular, batteries are typically
used in portable devices, such as cell phones. A harvested and un-rolled 18650 Li-ion battery is
shown in Figure 2.4.

2.2

Issues and Challenges Facing Lithium-Ion Batteries
Despite the annual production of billions of Li-ion batteries used in electronics, there are

limitations and challenges that need to be addressed for optimal battery performance, especially
6

Figure 2.4: Electrodes harvested and un-rolled from a 18650 Li-ion battery.

for use in electric vehicles and stationary energy storage [11, 17, 23]. This section discusses some
of the main challenges and issues.
Safety of Li-ion batteries is a concern for all applications of Li-ion batteries. The presence
of a flammable electrolyte and high-energy-density material is a recipe for dangerous events that
can occur under certain conditions, like thermal runaway, fire, and explosions. Researchers are
working on addressing this problem by experimentation on battery materials and management
systems, as well as using modeling [3, 16, 24].
Despite the high energy-density of Li-ion batteries, there is still room for improvement.
Greater energy density can come from producing thicker electrodes which have a greater ratio of
active to inactive materials [3, 25–27]. However, there are drawbacks to increasing the thickness.
For instance, the thicker the electrode film, the greater distance electrons and ions must travel,
thus leading to higher electronic and ionic resistance. An increase in resistance negatively impacts
battery power [27].
Another approach to increase energy density of Li-ion batteries is to use different materials.
For example, The use of silicon in anodes to increase capacity is currently being investigated
[27, 28]. Additionally, research into various active material chemistry is being done. Additionally,
the use of a high amount of nickel in cathodes and lithium sulfur batteries is being investigated
[4, 27].
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Investigating the use of alternative battery materials is also important due to the high cost
of popular materials used in commercial Li-ion batteries, such as cobalt. This is especially relevant
as the demand for rechargeable Li-ion batteries increases [3, 14, 17].
Another obstacle to desired Li-ion battery performance is fast charging. This is especially
pertinent for application in electric vehicles, because of the long time required for charging [23].
Fast charging can cause elevated temperature and lithium plating, and lead to capacity loss due to
the loss of cyclable lithium. In extreme cases the plated lithium can also lead to an electrical short
in the battery, a catastrophic failure which is a safety hazard [25, 29–31].

2.2.1

The Challenge of Heterogeneity in Lithium-ion Batteries
Heterogeneity is another important challenge in developing high-performance lithium-ion

batteries. This section introduces the different types and length scales at which heterogeneity can
exist in lithium-ion batteries. The negative impact of such variation is also discussed.
A cross section of a Li-ion film (Figure 2.3) shows heterogeneity on a particle size scale
(10µm). The carbon-binder domain, active material, and pores are not distributed evenly. Despite
such variability at this particle size scale, the effect is assumed to average out over millimeter
or larger length scales across the electrode, especially after calendering. Such non-uniformity is
considered negligible to the overall performance of lithium-ion batteries.
Nevertheless, heterogeneity can occur at larger length scales than particle size. Paxton et
al. found highly variable states of charge at different locations in the same electrode that were
separated by 1 cm. Variability in state of charge at this scale demonstrates that the performance of
the pouch cell is not uniform throughout [32].
Additional evidence of heterogeneity of larger length scales was found by Vogel et al. by
using the four-line probe technique explained below. Figure 2.5 shows electronic conductivity
over a mm-scale area of an electrode. The electronic conductivity results were also correlated to
the microstructure of the electrode which demonstrates heterogeneity in the in-plane direction in
both microstructure and electronic performance [8]. It is important to address this heterogeneity
on this scale and in-plane direction because non-uniform properties can lead to uneven degradation
of the battery and premature battery failure [5, 33].
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Figure 2.5: High-resolution map produced using the four line probe on ANL Toda 523 standard
cathode material [2].

2.3
2.3.1

The Impact of the Manufacturing Process
Li-ion Battery Microstrucure
Li-ion battery performance depends on the transportation efficiency of Li ions and electrons

[34]. The transport resistance of electrons and ions is influenced by the structure of the electrode,
because typically the volume occupied by a material either conducts electrons or ions, but not
both. For example, the carbon black additive in the battery provides conductive pathways for
electrons, but it is restrictive to ion transport. Thus, the distribution of the battery materials, or the
microstructure, affects the transport properties of the electrode and the overall battery performance
[35].
The microstructure of the electrode is determined by the material properties, such as particle size and solvent concentration, and manufacturing techniques, such as mixing and calendering.
Drying conditions such as temperature, air-flow, pressure, and radiation intensity also significantly
affect the final structure [36]. Uneven distribution of active material, carbon, and other components
leads to variability in electronic and ionic resistance throughout the electrode. This heterogeneity
causes the Li-ion electrodes to degrade unevenly, which negatively affects overall battery performance [5, 33]. Forouzan et al. show that such heterogeneity in electrode performance is especially
problematic for fast charging and long cycle life in Li-ion batteries [33].
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Researchers are investigating manufacturing processes that may decrease harmful heterogeneity. For example, Gil-Won et al. show that a multiple-step mixing procedure produces higher
uniformity in the active material and carbon. The samples prepared with this process achieved
greater cycle performance compared to a one-step mixing method [37]. This work also provides
supporting evidence that electrode uniformity affects electrochemical performance.

2.3.2

The Impact of Calendering on Battery Performance
Calendering is the step following drying in the manufacturing process, where the film is

pressed between metal rollers. Electrodes are calendered to decrease porosity and increase particle
contact.
Calendering is important in determining micostructure, and therefore the performance of
Li-ion batteries [35]. It is commonly accepted in industry that calendering enhances performance [23, 38]. Calendering enhances the electronic conductivity and energy density by compressing the electrode film and creating more electronic pathways and increasing the fraction of
electrode mass and volume devoted to energy storage [23, 39]. Greater degrees of calendering
produce greater discharge capacities, especially at high discharge and charge rates. In comparison,
samples with low and medium calendering performed poorly [23]. However, the reduction of the
pores during compression can negatively affect ionic conductivity. Additionally, compressing the
electrode film too much can cause negative effects, such as particle cracking and delamination. The
current collector can also become deformed when particles are pressed hard enough and pushed
into the metal [40]. Therefore there is an optimal amount of calendering that will achieve the best
electrochemical performance for Li-ion electrodes.

2.4

Electronic Conductivity Measurements
Electronic conductivity describes the ease of electron flow and is crucial because battery

functionality is dependant on transporting electrons to and from the location of the electrode reactions [34]. Accurately measuring the conductivity of electrons allows optimization of battery
materials and is an important indicator of battery performance [5, 34].
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One common method is known as the four-point probe method [41]. As the name implies,
this method uses a total of four points. Figure 2.6 shows a diagram of this measurement: a supply
voltage (V1 ) and ground (G) are applied respectively to the two outer points, leading to current
flow through the sample. The electric potential difference between the inner two points (V2 and
V3 ) is measured at the same time. The reason for using the additional voltage points is that they do
not have appreciable current flow and therefore are less sensitive to contact resistance between the
probe and the sample. A ratio between the voltage difference and the current allows an effective
resistance of the sample to be calculated [40].
This method, while useful, was not developed for electrode films which are layered on
top of a highly conductive current collector. As shown in Figure 2.6 by the current lines, when
the probe is applied to a Li-ion electrode, a portion of the current goes through the metal current
collector, which inhibits the direct measurement of the electrode film [5, 42]. It is also challenging
to control the pressure applied to the electrode sample with the point-type probes, which affects the
conductivity measurement [40, 42, 43]. Additionally, the points can cause damage to the electrode
during the measurement due to excessive pressure [40–42].

Figure 2.6: Diagram of the four point probe method which is used to measure electronic conductivity of thin films. The current path shows the presence of a current collector of Li-ion electrode
films confounds the experiment.

Westphal et al. adapted the four-point probe method into the “advanced two point method”
to quantify the electronic conductivity of a whole cross section. This method uses only two points,
which are applied on the top and bottom of a sample. Current is applied to the top point, and
travels vertically through the sample to the bottom point. However this method cannot account
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for the contact resistance between the probe and the sample, nor can it account for the contact
resistance of the current collector [39].
Additional methods have been developed to determine electronic conductivity. For example, broadband dielectric spectroscopy was used to determine the relationship between conductivity and permittivity of Li-ion electrodes and frequency. Compared to most electronic conductivity
methods, which use direct current (DC), this method uses alternating current (AC) and a range
of frequencies. Thus, it is very sensitive to a variety of length scales in the microstructure of an
electrode. However in AC measurements, the depth of the signal’s penetration depends on the
frequency used, complicating analysis [44].

2.4.1

Micro-Flexible-Line Probe
This section introduces the micro four-line-probe (µ4LP) that was developed in our group

to address the problems described above with the four-point probe method and to provide a more
accurate measurement of electronic conductivity.
The first-generation µ4LP was made with the same basic design of the four-point-probe
method but with parallel lines instead of points. As shown in Figure 2.7 it is made on a flexible
substrate and contains six sets of four lines. Only one set of lines is used during a measurement.
The extra sets of lines are provided for robustness and can be used if lines in the other sets break.
The probe was made on a flexible substrate so it could conform to the surface of the sample and
achieve better electrical contact.

Figure 2.7: First generation micro flex line probe (µ4LP).
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There are two different measurements, tangential and orthogonal, performed when the
µ4LP is applied to an electrode sample, in contrast to the four-point probe method in which there
is only one measurement performed. The use of two measurements allows for the contact resistance between the electrode film and the current collector, as well as the film conductivity, to be
calculated. Figure 2.8 shows a diagram of these two measurements. The tangential measurement
(Figure 2.8a) is the same as the four-point probe measurement described above except with the
points turned into parallel lines; the supply voltage (V1 ) and ground (G) are applied to the two
outer lines respectively and the voltage of the two inner points (V2 and V3 ) are measured as the
current flows past. The orthogonal measurement (Figure 2.8b) applies the supply voltage (V1 ) to
the two outer lines, and the current collector of the Li-ion sample is grounded (G). This drives the
current perpendicularly down through the sample. The voltage of the two inner points (V2 and V3 )
are also measured [5].

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.8: Schematic of the (a) tangential and (b) orthogonal measurement setup using the µ4LP
on a thin film electrode. Current lines are shown to represent how the current flows through the
electrode differently for both types of measurements [2].

Electronic conductivity of an electrode sample is measured with the µ4LP by using a highresolution 3 axis stage. Figure 2.9 shows the 3D printed stage head which is attached to the 3 axis
stage. The probe is attached to the stage head by using velcro between the head and printed circuit
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boards (PCBs). The PCBs provide the electrical connection between the probe and multimeters
which measure the voltage and current. The input voltage (V1 in Figure 2.8) is applied by a power
source. A force sensor is used to ensure consistent pressure between the probe and the sample
during measurements. Additionally, a Matlab graphical user interface (GUI) is used to automate
the measurements. The number of locations, the repetitions at each location, and the force used
for contact can be adjusted. This setup allows for accurate and repetitive measurements which
are necessary for reliable results. A map of electronic conductivity is created by performing the
measurements with the probe on a grid of points, such as a 4x4 grid with 1000µm in between each
measurement.
The pressure used during measurements is a variable that is examined more in chapters
3 and 4. During measurements enough pressure is needed to obtain adequate contact. However,
excess pressure can cause compression which can slightly calender the sample, which can change
the electrical properties measured. As a baseline we use approximately 30 N of force. The area
of contact is about 1 cm2 , but since this can vary, we use total force between the probe head and
sample as a design variable rather than pressure.

Figure 2.9: Electronic measurement setup.

A mathematical inversion, described by Flygare et al., combines the two types of measurements to determine the electronic conductivity and the contact resistance between the film and the
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current collector. The model uses a shape factor which accounts for the geometry of the µ4LP and
the thickness of the sample [42].
In addition to inverting the experiment, a model such as this allows for optimization of the
probe geometry. The distance of the probe lines should be the same magnitude as the thickness
of the electrode to allow the bulk of the current to flow through the electrode. This ideal spacing
makes the experiment more sensitive to the conductivity of the film rather than that of the current
collector [42].
A key metric that is used to determine if the µ4LP is working properly is the success
percentage. Success percentage is the number of locations out of all measurements that produce
physically realistic inversion results divided by the total number of measurements taken. Low
inversion success percentage signifies something is wrong with the measurement setup and must
be fixed. For example, when V3 is greater than V2 , it produces a non-physical result such as negative
electronic conductivity. Additionally, if one or more lines do not make contact with the sample the
voltages of the other lines fluctuate abnormally and the measurements are not meaningful.
A new, second generation flexible surface probe was developed in response to the problems
and challenges associated with the µ4LP. This work is discussed in chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3.

METHODS

This chapter covers the development of a method to measure uncalendered electrodes and
improvements of the electronic conductivity measurement. The challenge of measuring uncalendered electrodes and the requirements for a reliable solution are described. Section 3.1.1 discusses
the carbon coating preparation method. Then, the difficulties of the µ4LP are included, followed
by the design of the second generation flexible probe. Finally, the alterations and optimization of
the electronic conductivity measurement stage are discussed.

3.1

Method Development for Measuring Uncalendered Electrodes
This section describes the problems associated with measuring the electronic conductivity

of uncalendered electrodes. The requirements that the solution must meet are discussed. The solution developed, by spraying on a thin layer of carbon black, is described here, and the experimental
details are given in subsection 3.1.1.
It is difficult to measure the electronic conductivity of uncalendered electrodes using the
µ4LP. Uncalendered electrodes have a relatively rough surface, which causes poor electrical contact between the probe and the surface. The small “hills” and “valleys” in the electrode film can
prevent the probe from having continuous contact as shown in Figure 3.1b. In comparison, calendered electrodes have a more uniform surface which allows the probe to more easily conform
to the sample and obtain good contact (Figure 3.1a). Irregular contact for the probe line that is
delivering current can distort the potential field in the sample, leading to misalignment between
model and experiment. If there is irregular contact for the probe line that is measuring voltage,
then the voltage may drift or be unreliable. In either case, this leads to errors in the calculated
properties and can even lead to a failure when inverting the raw data. For instance, poor contact
associated with uncalendered samples can often lead to a current less than 1 µA (Figure 3.1b).
Thus, measuring uncalendered electrodes is one of the biggest challenges of the project.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 3.1: (a) Side view of a probe down on a calendered electrode with a uniform surface and
(b) an uncalendered electrode with a rough surface with gaps underneath the probe.

A few different ideas were considered to solve this problem. The initial approach was to
adjust the measurement apparatus to allow the probe to conform to the surface of the sample, or to
see if the sample can conform to the probe. A reliable solution would provide good consistent contact between the probe and the sample, despite the surface roughness of uncalendered electrodes. It
was also desirable for the method to be nondestructive to the sample, or to not permanently affect
the electronic conductivity measurement.
An additional approach to overcome this challenge was to apply a thin conductive layer
on top of the electrode. We considered what requirements would be needed for such a layer to
improve the reliability of the measurement without changing the underlying conductive properties
being measured. For instance, if the added thin layer creates lateral or tangential connections that
allow the the current to flow through the conductive layer, it will affect the measured conductivity,
especially if it is a continuous layer. A layer that creates only pathways normal to the plane would
allow the current to flow down into the film and the measurement will be of the film, rather than
the conductive layer. The idea is that a thin discontinuous layer will prevent lateral pathways and
yet still provide increased contact in between the probe and the sample. Furthermore, the thin layer
should be applied in a way that does not damage the electrode.
A good compositional candidate for the thin layer is an aggregate of carbon black particles.
Carbon back is already being used as a conductive additive in Li-ion electrodes and is compatible
with other materials in the film. Additionally, carbon black particles can easily be dispersed in a
solvent for application of a precise amount.
The carbon black must be applied without damaging the sample and in a way to create a
very thin layer. An airbrush was chosen for this application because it is capable of producing thin
layers of a material like paint and cosmetics on a substrate. A commercially available airbrush,
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which included a small air compressor, was purchased. The liquid in the airbrush is pulled through
by an air stream, and then sprayed smoothly out through a nozzle.

3.1.1

Carbon Coating Preparation Method
To apply a thin layer of carbon black it must be mixed with a liquid in order to transport

it through the airbrush. The liquid acts as a transport medium, and once it evaporates the carbon
black particles are left behind. Ethanol was the chosen liquid because it evaporates quickly and is
known to disperse carbon black well. A dilute solution was chosen to achieve a thin layer, which
is less likely to affect the electronic conductivity measurements.
The final carbon black slurry recipe that we developed was 0.12 g of carbon black and
16 ml of ethanol. An ultrasonicator was used to mix the carbon coating slurry and break down the
clumps or aggregates. Mixing the carbon coating solution with a magnetic stir bar for at least an
hour also produced an even coating, similar to using the ultrasonicator.
The final recipe was developed through trial and error. We chose to use less carbon black
than initially attempted to prevent the airbrush from clogging as frequently. Less carbon in the
solution also made the airbrush easier to clean. Another reason for using a smaller amount of
carbon black was the concern that too much carbon black could affect the electronic conductivity
measurements. This is a problem, especially when the measurement stage uses high force. The
high amount of carbon black could be compressed into the surface and change the result. We also
found it easier to control the thickness of the coating with the adjusted final recipe.
Figure 3.2 shows the whole carbon coating setup. As shown in the middle of the photograph, a template made of parafilm was used to control the area of the sample that was coated with
carbon. This recipe worked well to create a thin layer of carbon black as shown in Figure 3.3.
It was a challenge to differentiate between various levels of carbon coating. After trial and
error, we decided that the most consistent method was to gauge the amount of carbon by looking
at the amount of overspray in the adjacent area to the sample as shown in Figure 3.3. Spraying a
sample on a white background provides good contrast to easily see the level of carbon.
Figure 3.4 shows different amounts of carbon coating that was used as a reference to determine the level of carbon coating. We typically looked for an amount of overspray similar to the
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Figure 3.2: Photograph of the carbon coating set up in the fume hood. Including the small air
compressor, airbrush , and carbon coating slurry on the left, middle and right respectively.

Figure 3.3: Photograph of a carbon coated sample.

regions labeled 3 and 4. The other levels shown in 1-2 and 5-6 illustrate the difference between not
enough and excessive carbon black, respectively.
Figure 3.5 shows the results of a validation test that was performed to determine if the
carbon coating could be used without altering the measured conductivity of the sample. A sample
was cut out of a cathode from Argonne National Lab. The electronic conductivity and contact
resistance of the sample was measured without any carbon coating and 30 N of force. The same
sample was then carbon coated with a similar amount shown in region labeled 4 in Figure 3.4 and
using the finalized recipe mentioned above. Then the electronic conductivity was measured again
with the same measurement settings using 22 N of force. A lower force was chosen to determine if
the carbon coating method facilitated successful electronic measurements at lower force to avoid
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Figure 3.4: Photograph of a what different levels of carbon coating look like. The number labels
indicate increasing amounts of carbon coating. The desired amount of coating used is 3 or 4.

calendering the sample. Both measurements worked very well and achieved an inversion success
of 100%. As shown in Figure 3.5a the measured average conductivity is statistically the same with
and without the carbon coating. The same result is shown for the contact resistance (Figure 3.5b).
This demonstrates that the measurement was not affected by the carbon coating method, and a light
amount of carbon can be use to improve contact between the sample and the probe at lower force.
The error bars shown in Figure 3.5 were determined by first averaging the results of the
repeated measurements at each location. A total average for the sample was then calculated from
the the average at each location. The 95% confidence interval was then determined by finding the
standard deviation of the total average and the number of locations.
Table 3.1 shows the results of a test to determine if the carbon coating method improves
the contact for an uncalendered electrode. An uncalendered electrode was measured without the
carbon coating, and the success rate of the test was 39%. A light layer of carbon coating was applied to the electrode and the electronic measurement was repeated, and the success rate increased
to 50%. This demonstrates that the carbon coating method does work to improve measurements of
uncalendered electrodes.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 3.5: Carbon coating validation results for (a) electronic conductivity and (b) contact resistance for a cathode sample from ANL. The error bars show the 95% confidence interval and was
calculated using standard deviation, total average of the sample, and the number of points.

Table 3.1: Carbon Coating Test on an Uncalendered Electrode
Success Percentage
No Carbon Coating
39%
1 Light Layer of Carbon Coating 50%

All carbon coating experiments took place in a fume hood with the sash lowered as much
as possible and the spray directed toward the sample (away from the user) to avoid inhalation
of aerosolized carbon black particles. The size of carbon black particles is very small, which is
potentially dangerous because it is difficult for the body to remove the particles.

3.2

Electronic Measurement Improvements
This section describes the µ4LP and the problems and solutions that were explored in order

to perform successful and accurate electronic conductivity measurements. The desire for a new
flexible probe, the final design, and the new mathematical model are described. Additionally the
process of having the new probe fabricated and adjusting the measurement stage to incorporate the
flexible probe is included. Finally, section 3.2.4 explains the additional problems that developed
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when using the new probe, and the resulting optimization of the measurement setup are explained.
The diagnosis of the problem and the the majority of the improvements were done with John Vogel,
an electrical engineering graduate student.
The µ4LP as described in Section 2.4.1 of Chapter 2 was fabricated to measure electronic
conductivity and contact resistance of Li-ion electrode films. Reliable contact between the probe
lines and the sample is necessary for accurate measurements and high success percentage.

3.2.1

Challenges of the First-Generation Micro-Four-Line Probe
This section describes the electrical and mechanical problems encountered when using the

µ4LP for electronic conductivity measurements as well as various attempts to adjust the measurement set up and solve the issues.
One of the challenges was inconsistent electrical contact between the µ4LP and an electrode sample. As shown in Figure 3.6, V3 is frequently greater than V2 during the tangential type
measurement of a test using the µ4LP. This reversal in expected magnitudes of the voltages causes
the calculated conductivity or contact resistance to be negative, which is not physically possible.
The flipping of the voltages indicates there was an alternate current path not consistent with the
model, due to incomplete electrical contact for the whole length of each of the four lines.

Figure 3.6: Data from a measurement using the µ4LP showing bad data were V3 is frequently
larger than V2.
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Figure 3.7 shows how rubber was used in various locations between the sample and the
probe to improve the electrical contact. We tried placing a thin (about 1.6 mm) piece rubber
underneath the sample as shown in Figure 3.7b. The idea was to take advantage of flexibility of
the sample and probe and to force them into greater surface contact. However, this design change
was found not to improve results. With rubber underneath the sample, the lines on the probe were
pushed inward and the contact was not improved. A rigid and flat surface underneath the electrode
sample worked better to get more secure contact.
We also tried placing rubber on the backside of the probe as seen in Figure 3.7a. Thick
(≈ 5mm) and thin ((≈ 1.5mm) rubber with a variety of hardness did not improve the contact.
The problem with this arrangement was the possibility that the probe lines could be bent inward,
especially with the rubber on the backside of the probe and the sample on a hard surface. The
solution that provided the most consistent contact for most samples was actually a flat piece of
metal which provided a flat surface underneath the probe so the lines could become flush with the
sample during a measurement.

(b)

(a)

Figure 3.7: Diagram of placing rubber on (a) the backside the probe and (b) underneath the sample.

Despite a slight improvement in electrical contact, the µ4LP continued to be unreliable.
To detect the problem, the complete measurement setup was investigated to ensure all components
were working properly. The fuse on the multimeter that measures current was checked to ensure
that the fuse wasn’t broken. From time to time the current exceeds the limit of the fuse and the
measurements stopped working. Once the fuse was checked and fixed if needed, the other electrical
connections to the computer were also checked.
The main problem of V3 becoming greater than V2, and thus causing the measurements to
fail, was determined to be the protrusion of the metal line in the vicinity of the fabricated vias, as
shown in Figure 3.8. Basically, the metal near the via obtains satisfactory contact with the sample,
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but the remainder of the metal line does not. If the vias are the are the only point of contact the
current can follow an alternate path which would cause V3 to be greater than V2.
We found a temporary solution to this problem by placing a thin piece of flexible plastic on
the back of the µ4LP as shown in red in Figure 3.9b. The thin piece of plastic flexes the probe and
causes the lines to protrude similar to the vias once vertical pressure is applied between the probe
mount and the sample.
Another minor issue was a mechanical problem with the measurement stage set up. Occasionally, the probe fell off of the stage head. This was due to the failure of the Velcro which
secured the probe to the 3-axis stage, as described in chapter 2. This problem was easily fixed by
applying new Velcro. However, this was still problematic because the Velcro could wear out in the
middle of a long test, ruining the measurement.

Figure 3.8: Microscope image of the lines on the µ4LP which shows if the vias are the only point
of contact the current can follow a different current path. [maybe label the diagram]

3.2.2

Second-Generation Flexible Probe Design
This section describes the second-generation flexible probe, which was designed in re-

sponse to the problems with the first generation flex probe, which were previously discussed.
The second-generation flexible probe is shown in Figure 3.10, and is called the micro-radial
surface probe (µRSP). The contact pattern was changed due to the problem of the vias protruding
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(a)
(b)

Figure 3.9: (a) Top view of the modified flex line probe, and (b) a diagram of the side view which
shows the protrusion of a via on the bottom side of the probe.

higher than the lines on the µ4LP as described above. Instead of relying on the vias being flat, and
using parallel lines, the idea was to incorporate the vias into the design. In one version (not shown
here) only points are used. In another version (shown below) some vias meant to sample the same
potential are connected.

Figure 3.10: (a) Photograph of the new µRSP. Shown in the center are four independent contact
patterns. Probe substrate size is 30 mm x 9 mm. (b) microscope image of one contact pattern.

Figure 3.10b shows the final contact pattern of the µRSP. The pattern consists of a central
via surrounded by two rings of connected vias. The center via is the contact point that drives
the current. This via has a well-defined contact area which is necessary for driving current. The
vias in the outer rings are designed to measure voltage. Three vias in each ring are connected
for redundancy and flexibility. The voltage of each ring can be reliably measured with adequate
contact of only one via.
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The contact pattern incorporates a change in how the two experiments are conducted to
determine both electronic conductivity and contact resistance. As shown in Figure 3.11 we realized
that the tangential measurement was essentially the superposition of two orthogonal measurements,
with equal and opposite current and a lateral displacement. The overall current path shown in the
figure is similar to the current path shown in Figure 2.8a. We were motivated to not continue using
the tangential measurement because the voltage readings in the orthogonal measurement were
found to be more reliable (Figure 3.12). For instance, in inverting the tangential measurement, an
assumption is made that the contact resistance under each line is the same, which is unlikely.
We discovered the measurement could be simplified to one orthogonal measurement with
two different voltage readings. During a single measurement, the current collector of a sample is
grounded and the center via of the contact pattern drives the current. The voltage at each of the two
outer rings is then measured. The outer rings were designed to have a different radii in order to determine how the the current spreads in based on the contact resistance between the current collector
and the Li-ion electrode film. This simplified measurement allows the electronic conductivity and
contact resistance to be calculated efficiently and effectively with a mathematical model developed
for the geometry of the contact pattern as described below. However, this orthogonal measurement
could not be made to a sample lacking a current collector or attached to an insulating substrate,
because the current collector of the sample must be grounded in order for the measurement to
work.

Figure 3.11: The tangential measurement is a superposition of (a) an orthogonal measurement and
(b) a negative orthogonal measurement with a lateral displacement.

The µRSP was fabricated by the same company that produced the µ4LP, called MicroConnex (recently acquired by Carlisle Interconnect Technology). MicroConnex is a technology
company that can fabricate custom multi-layer-flexible-circuit boards [45].
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Figure 3.12: Representative voltage data for the original tangential and orthogonal measurements
for a series of 80 points. The tangential measurement relies on the small difference between V2
and V3, which must be positive. The orthogonal measurement relies instead on averaging V2 and
V3

The µRSP consists of layers built on both sides of 50-µm-thick kapton polyamide. The
base layer on each side is composed of 5 µm of copper. Contact and durability are improved by
addition of 3µm of nickle and 0.125µm of gold on top of the copper layer. A 25-µm-thick kapton
overcoat was added to both the top and the bottom for areas not meant to contact the sample or
external connector. The surface probe was made slightly thicker in order to fit more securely in the
Molex connector. The total thickness of the µRSP probe is 116µm, while the µ4LP was 89.3 µm.
The contact pattern is repeated four times on the µRSP with the traces or pathways, for
two patterns going to each side of the probe substrate. Each contact pattern has three traces. These
connections took up 6 of 8 the pads, leaving 2 extra traces that connect to a grounding plane to
reduce external interference. With a total of 8 connections on each side, we chose a different Molex
connector with 8 connections so that the probe substrate could be narrower and more probes could
be generated on the same area of substrate. The new connector was purchased through Digi-Key
Electronics (Part number: 609-1934-ND) [46].
New printed circuit boards (PCBs) were made to connect probe to the power source and
the mulitmeters that measure voltage and current. The PCBs were ordered through and made by
JLCPCB a printed circuit board company that make reliable and high quality PCBs [47].
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3.2.3

Mathematical Model
This section describes the mathematical model that was developed in response to the new

shape of the µRSP. This model is used to calculate the electronic conductivity and contact resistance of a sample from measured raw data. Development of the model was not part of my thesis
work. However a basic understanding of this model is necessary for a better understanding of this
work, and so a brief description is included here.
The starting point for the model is a description of the potential inside the sample as given
by the Laplace equation in cylindrical coordinates.
d
1 d
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+
ϕ
+
ϕ =0
dr2
r dr
dz2

(3.1)

This can be solved by using separation of variables and a series or superposition of solutions.
∞

ϕ(r, z) =

∑ Am J0(λmr) Zm(z)

(3.2)

m=0

where J0 is the zero-order Bessel function (The first-order function J1 is used below as well).
Function Zm contains eigenfunctions sinh(λm z) and cosh(λm z). It must satisfy boundary
conditions on the bottom (current collector side) and top (probe side). The final form is

Zm (z) =

R0 T cosh(λm z) + λm−1 sinh(λm z)
R0 λm T sinh(λm T ) + cosh(λm T )

(3.3)

where R0 = R00c σ /T is a dimensionless contact resistance at the current collector held at ground,
with σ being the film bulk conductivity and T the thickness of the film.
Eigenvalues λm are solved implicitly from

J0 (λm b) = 0 where m = 0, 1 . . . ∞

(3.4)

and where b is the large outer radius at which potential becomes zero (results are not sensitive to b
as long as it is large compared to probe dimensions).
Series coefficients Am are solved from the assumption of total current I distributed uniformly inside a circle of radius r1 and zero current everywhere else on the upper surface. This
gives
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ϕ(r, z) =

J1 (λm r1 )
I 2 ∞
J0 (λm r) Zm (z)
∑
2
σ πb m=0 λm r1 [J1 (λm b)]2

(3.5)

With a solution to the potential complete, we can form a shape factor that allows the experiment to be interpreted. The shape factor is a dimensionless quantity that accounts for the geometry
and relates the applied current and measured voltages.

S(r, R0 ) = ϕ(r, T )

σ r1
2 ∞
J1 (λm r1 )
= 2 ∑
J0 (λm r) Zm (T )
I
πb m=0 λm [J1 (λm b)]2

(3.6)

Experimental current I and voltage readings are recorded at the respective radial locations
for V2 (r = r2 ) and V3 (r = r3 ). With the associated shape factors this provides two equations to
solve for the two unknowns, namely σ and R0 . Once R0 is known, then R00c is determined.
V2 r1
S(r2 , R0 )
= ρexp2 =
σ
I

(3.7)

S(r3 , R0 )
V3 r1
= ρexp3 =
σ
I

(3.8)

This process is repeated for each independent set of measurements at each location on the
film to create surface maps or surface averages.

3.3

Optimized Stage Design
This section describes the improvements that were made to the measurement stage. The

challenges and problems we discovered during the prototyping process are included. Two main
versions of the stage head are also discussed.
As described in Chapter 2, a measurement stage is used to perform electronic conductivity
and contact resistance tests with the flexible probe. The stage consists of a complete xyz position
system for the probe, and a head unit for mounting the probe. Additionally, a platform is used as
a stationary surface for mounting the sample. There is also a force sensor underneath the platform
to determine and control the force applied to the sample during measurements.
A key design issue was how to mount the µRSP to the positioning system to satisfy the
following requirements. As described in Chapter 2 one need is for the probe to be flat and parallel
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to the sample to obtain adequate contact. The probe must be mounted in a way that provides rigidity
due to the substantial contact force. The mounting mechanism must also include the electrical
attachments to the probe which provide connections the multimeters that apply current and measure
voltage.
As discussed above, Molex edge connectors soldered to printed circuits boards provide a
way to electrically connect to the edges of the probe. It was decided that because of this necessary
electrical connection to also use the PCBs as a mechanical stabilization or clamping mechanism
of the flex probe. Attaching PCBs on both edges of the probe, and securing the PCBs to the stage
holds the probe in place on the positioning system, which allows the surface probe to conform to
the surface of the sample.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.13: (a) Front view and (b) back view of the Molex edge connector soldered to a PCB.]

We decided from the beginning to use 3D printing to fabricate the stage head. Precision
machining could have been used to make the head out of durable metal. However, 3D printing
allowed us to produce prototypes quickly and cost-effectively. Additionally, we used a higher
plastic infill during printing, for greater strength.

3.3.1

Stage Head Version 1
Figure 3.14 shows the first 3D-printed head (version 1) that was made to mount the new

µRSP. This head was designed with slots to hold the PCBs in place without using Velcro (Figure
3.14). We wanted it to be easy to take the probe on and off the head, without disconnecting from
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the PCBs. However, a problem we didn’t anticipate was that the PCBs and probe tended to slide
out over time as shown in Figure 3.14.
As shown in Figure 3.15 a rectangular indentation was made to place a small rectangle
of rubber between the probe and the head. We found that the thin (1.6 mm) rubber helped to
compensate for misalignment and press the probe flat when applied to a sample.
Additionally, we put a few layers of thin tape underneath the rubber in the middle of the
rectangle, in about the same location as the contact patterns on the µRSP. The tape helped focus
the applied force to the region of the contact pattern, which led to more consistent contact.

Figure 3.14: Image illustrating how the
µRSP and PCBs could slide out when
mounted to stage head version 1

Figure 3.15: Photograph of version 1 stage
head without the µRSP and PCBs, which
shows the region of rubber placed into the indent on the bottom of the tip of the head.

Due to the design of the flat bottom surface of version 1, the bottom region of the stage head
and the Molex edge connectors touched the surface of the sample during a measurement as shown
in Figure 3.16. Each time the probe was applied to a sample, pressure was also applied to the PCBs
and the corner of the edge connectors. We realized that the pressure on the edge connectors could
affect the electrical connections of the probe to the PCBs, leading to inconsistent measurements.
The design of version 1 stage head assumed mirror symmetry in the horizontal direction.
However, we realized the PCBs do not have perfect mirror symmetry which caused the probe to
be angled when mounted to the stage head. The uneven pull of the probe due to this misalignment
caused tension and distortion of the probe during a measurement causing unreliable contact.
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Figure 3.16: Image of probe attached to stage head version 1 and pressed against the surface of a
sample.

Another motivation for redesigning the head was to be able to perform measurements at
lower force, especially for uncalendered electrodes. High force can compress the sample during
a measurement and cause slight calendering. On the other hand, if the force is too low, the probe
will not achieve reliable contact with the sample. The optimum amount of force would provide
enough pressure to obtain adequate contact between the sample and the probe without significantly
compressing the film. Version 1 stage head obtained the most consistent results when operated
at about 30 N, which was greater than pressures used inside functioning batteries and therefore
considered high.

3.3.2

Stage Head Version 2
All of these problems with version 1 motivated a redesign which was a significant contri-

bution of this thesis work. Version 2 was designed with tighter dimensional tolerances to securely
mount the PCBs and probe. Additionally, the shape of the tip of the head and the way the PCBs
mount to the head were altered. The new stage head also was changed to eliminate tension or
the probability of the probe becoming deformed in the Molex connector, which can cause loss of
contact.
Figure 3.17 shows the version 2 stage head design. The opening provides an outlet to
position the probe underneath the stage head. The small (e) rim also helps to prevent the wires
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from pulling and moving the PCB. The (d) beam was placed on both sides and supports the PCB at
the 90 degree angle where the edge connector and PCB meet. The beams are vertically higher than
the bottom of the stage head to ensure that only the probe touches a sample during measurements.
Additionally, we accounted for the asymmetry of the PCBs by making the grooves on the left side
of the stage slightly longer, allowing the edge connectors on both sides to align and to keep the
probe straight.

Figure 3.17: Angled view of version 2 stage head. The PCBs are secured by (b) slots with an (a)
opening and (d) support beam for the Molex edge connector. A (e) small rim at the top, and (c)
rods on each side help prevent the PCB from flexing too far away from the stage head.

The probe is mounted to the version 2 stage head by sliding the PCBs on the head tip,
each at a 40 degree angle from vertical. This angle facilitates a greater amount of curvature in the
µRSP. The greater curvature helps to maintain the shape of the probe and prevents the probe from
deforming during a measurement.
This head was designed to reduce tension on the PCB and edge connectors in order for the
probe to maintain reliable contact with the Molex edge connector. As the stage head applies force
to the probe, the PCBs are allowed to mildly flex because the PCBs and Molex connectors are less
constricted.
To prevent too much movement of the PCBs, four rods (two on each side) protrude from
the stage head. These bars, shown in Figure 3.17c were added to guard along the backside of the
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PCBs. The rods were placed in locations that would not touch the electrical connections of the
PCB.
The base of the stage head was designed with curvature similar to the µRSP as shown in
Figure 3.18. Rubber is placed between the head and the probe similar to version 1. However,
in this design the mounted rubber piece is curved and which reduces the area of contact with the
probe. The rubber is secured by inserting the left and right edges of the rubber into slots. Using
the slots to secure the rubber gives the rubber a similar shape as the curvature of the probe.
We chose the length of the rubber (25 µm) that reduced the gap between the bottom of the
stage and the rubber as much as possible. The tight fit between the rubber, probe, and stage head
prevents gaps that could cause the probe to be distorted and the edges to loose contact with the
Molex connector pins.

Figure 3.18: Bottom of the head tip showing the rubber and the slots that the old the rubber in
place.

The design of version 2 made it possible to perform measurements at lower force. The
greater curvature of the probe at the location where vertical force is applied means there is less
area of contact between probe and sample. Thus, less force is required achieve the pressure needed
to obtain adequate contact.
To prevent the wires from pulling on the PCB, and therefore the probe, we added a beam
to support the wires shown in the left of figure 3.17. A compliant clip on the support beam helps
to hold the wires in place as the stage head moves up and down.
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We gathered success percentages of electronic tests from both version 1.0 and 2.0 to illustrate the improvement of the new version. As shown in Figure 3.19 the tail of the distribution for
version 2 is truncated, implying that there are fewer failed experiments. On the other hand, version
1 covers a wide range of success values including 0, which shows the test completely failed to
achieve good electronic contact.

Figure 3.19: Distribution of success rates for measurements performed with stage head versions 1
and 2.

The average success percentage of each was also calculated and is shown in the table below. The average success rate for version 2 greater than version 1, which demonstrates that the
probe achieves electronic contact more consistently with the new head design. However, the measurement stage could still be improved because version 2 stage head still produces success rates of
about half.
Table 3.2: The average and 95% confidence interval of the success percentage of versions 1 and 2
Stage Head
version 1
version 2

success percentage
67.3 ± 13.5
75.1 ± 9.7
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3.3.3

Additional Adjustments to the Measurement Stage
We also desired to be able to map a larger sample. The old platform (Figure 2.9) had a very

small area of 7 cm2 . We replaced this platform with a block of smooth aluminum metal (Figure
3.20) with an area of 40 cm2 . The greater area allows for bigger samples to be measured without
cutting them down into small pieces.
We also improved the measurement setup by adjusting the way the current collector is
grounded. As shown in Figure 3.20, the alligator clip which connects the current collector to
ground makes contact with the aluminum block by clipping onto a piece of copper foil secured to
the edge of the measuring platform. This allows us to perform measurements on samples, without
directly connecting to a part of the current collector of the sample as was previously necessary
(Figure 2.9). When pressure is applied to the sample, the current collector of one-sided samples,
comes into contact with the platform, and therefore electrically connects to the alligator clip.

Figure 3.20: Image of the contact of the alligator clip to the measurement platform, which connects
the current collector to ground.
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CHAPTER 4.

4.1

STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF CALENDERING ON HETEROGENEITY

Introduction
During calendering, Li-ion electrode films are pressed between two rollers to achieve the

desired porosity. Compressing the film can also increase inter-particle contact and particle contact
with the current collector.
Calendering is generally assumed to lead to greater uniformity of Li-ion electrodes. An
uncalendered electrode has slight height variations. Once an electrode is calendered, the surface
appears smooth by elimination of the height variations. However, another observation that we
and perhaps others have made is that a calendered electrode will have shiny spots, which suggests
dense regions that have less porosity.
This observation leads to the question of whether or not calendering increases the uniformity of electronic conductivity and contact resistance of Li-ion electrodes. Such heterogeneity on
a mesoscale (here defined as distances greater than the thickness of the electrode, i.e. hundreds of
microns or greater) has been identified as described in Section 2.2.1 in Chapter 2. The focus of
this work is to determine how calendering affects such non-uniformity of Li-ion electrodes.
There are many different ways to detect uniformity of Li-ion electrodes on the mesocale.
Our approach was to use tools that we had access to, such as measuring local electronic conductivity on a millimeter scale and compare the heterogeneity before and after calendering.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the details of the three different
electrode samples we analyzed, which is followed by an explanation of the instruments and measurement techniques used. The three subsequent sections are dedicated to the results of the three
individual samples. Finally, a summary of the results is included.
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4.2

Electrode Samples
We analyzed three different electrode samples: two cathodes and one anode. One cathode

contains Toda NMC 523 (LiNi0.5 Mn0.2 Co0.3 O2 ) active material and the other contains HE5050
LMR-NMC (Li1.2 Mn0.55 Ni0.15 Co0.1 O2 ); both were produced by the CAMP facility at Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL). These samples were chosen because they were readily available and
were commercial grade due to the reliable manufacturing process at ANL. HE5050 is not as commonly used today, but was included in this study because it is a distinct active material with much
lower conductivity than other materials we have tested. We were unable to obtain uncalendered
anode films from ANL and therefore produced graphite anodes in our own laboratory.
Table 4.1 shows the composition, mass loading (m00f ), and current collector thickness (Tcc )
of the three electrode samples. The initial thickness (T0 ) and the initial porosity (ε0 ) are shown in
Table 4.2, along with the final thickness (T ) and final porosity(ε) after calendering.
The anode was fabricated from G15 graphite obtained from Conoco Phillips and carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) binder purchased from Sigma Aldrich, which allows water to be
used as a solvent when making the slurry. The Timcal C45 carbon black used in the anode was
obtained from MTI.
Table 4.1: Composition of the electrode samples included in this work
Cathode 1
Active Material 90 wt% Toda NMC 523
Carbon Black 5 wt% Timcal C45
Binder
5 wt% Solvay 5130 PVDF
Tcc (µm)
20
m00f (mg/cm2 ) 11.3

Cathode 2
92 wt% Toda HE5050
4 wt% Timcal C45
4 wt% Solvay 5130 PVDF
20
7.3

Anode 1
92 wt% G15 graphite
2 wt% Timcal C45
6 wt% CMC
27
3.9

Table 4.2: Film thickness and porosity before and after calendering
T0 (µm)
T (µm)
ε0
ε

Cathode 1
54
46
45%
35%
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Cathode 2
48
30
73%
41%

Anode 1
38
28
53%
37%

The mass loading was calculated from
m00f =

Mtot
− ρcc Tcc
A

(4.1)

where Mtot is the total mass of the electrode with a superficial area A. Tcc is the thickness of the
current collector and ρcc is its density (2.7 g/cm3 for aluminum and 8.96 g/cm3 for copper).
We calculated porosity using

ε = 1−

m00f
T

wi

∑ ρi

(4.2)

i

where, m00f is the mass loading of the film, T is the film thickness (not including the current collector), wi is the mass fraction and ρi is the estimated crystalline density of raw material i, as given
in Table 4.3. This equation is derived by assuming conservation of volume of solids which is a
reasonably accurate assumption.
Table 4.3: Estimated crystalline density of raw materials
Material
Toda NMC 523
Toda HE5050
PVDF
Timcal C45
CMC
G15 graphite

ρi (g/cm3 )
4.5
4.5
1.8
2.3
1.6
2.3

Prior to testing, a portion of the active material was removed around the edge of the electrodes, exposing current collector (Figure 4.1). This was done to more easily start measurements
in a consistent location upon repeated tests on the same electrode. The removal process was accomplished with a razor blade and a polyamide template while the sample was placed on a rigid
glass surface.
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4.3

Tools and Measurement Techniques
This section describes the 3D profilometer that we used to measure surface roughness as

well as the electronic conductivity tests. The rolling milling tool used to calender the electrodes is
also described.

4.3.1

Surface roughness Analysis
We used a 3D profilometer, which is an optical microscope that measures local height, to

verify that the relative height of calendered samples is more uniform following calendering. We
took a new sample called anode 2 and measured the surface roughness before and after calendering.
To ensure the sample was flat on the 3D profilometer platform, the sample was secured to a glass
slide using mildly adhesive paper. An example of the glass slide with a sample is shown in Figure
4.1.

Figure 4.1: Electrode sample on glass slide for roughness analysis at the 3D profilometer.

The results of relative height before and after calendering are shown in Figure 4.2. The
vertical lines are an artifact of the stitching, where fields of view are combined to sample a larger
area. As shown in Figure 4.2a, there are little hills and valleys of material that create an uneven surface on the uncalendered electrode. In comparison, the surface is more uniform after calendering
(Figure 4.2b). The spatial standard deviation also changes from 3.42 µm to 1.68 µm for uncalendered to calendered respectively. This decrease in standard deviation supports that calendering
does increase uniformity of relative height.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: The relative height for (a) uncalendered and (b) calendered anode 2

Figure 4.3 shows the probability distribution of uncalendered and calendered relative height
data. Both data sets produce a relatively symmetric curve. Additionally, the calendered data is
distributed tighter compared to the uncalendered data, which shows that calendering does create a
smoother surface by eliminating the more extreme high and low relative height values.

Figure 4.3: Probability distribution of uncalendered and calendered relative height.

While this data is useful, it is challenging to measure electrodes because they do not reflect
light well, especially cathodes. The lack of light from electrodes can make it difficult to obtain
accurate and reasonable height and distance data. Therefore, this measurement is only used to
illustrate that the height of calendered electrodes is more uniform.
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4.3.2

Electronic Measurements
Electronic conductivity measurements were performed for each sample before and after

calendering using the µRSP. An 11 × 11 or larger size grid with 950 µm spacing, and 3 repetitions
at each location was used. The tests were all performed at 20 N of force.
We used an input voltage of 2.5 V for cathode samples and 1.5 V for the anode. A lower
voltage was chosen for anode samples due to higher conductivity.
Figure 4.4 shows how tape was used to mark the location of the sample on the stage platform, so that following calendering the sample could be relocated to the same position on the
platform. Additionally, a red dot was used to mark the orientation of the sample, in order to start
measurements in the same corner before and after calendering. These steps helped us to measure
the same area during the two different tests for each sample, plus or minus 1.25 mm in the x or y
direction.

Figure 4.4: Photograph of the tape used to mark the location of the sample of the electronic conductivity stage.

The raw electronic data from all measurements was then analyzed using the mathematical
model described in Section 3.2.3, which was implemented by a VBA algorithm within Excel previously produced by our group. The mean, standard deviation, and 95% confidence interval were
calculated with Python, and Matlab was used to plot the data.
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4.3.3

Calendering
Once the electronic conductivity of the uncalendered electrodes was measured, each elec-

trode was calendered. This was done using a rolling mill tool, which consists of two metal cylinders mounted in a frame. The electrode film is compressed by putting the electrodes between the
rollers and slowly turning the handle. The distance between the rollers was adjusted to compress
the electrode film to a desired thickness.
Each sample was calendered to obtain a porosity of about 35%. The thickness to achieve
the desired porosity was determined by using the following

T0 (1 − ε0 ) = T (1 − ε)

(4.3)

where T0 is the initial thickness, ε0 is the initial porosity, T is the final thickness and ε is the final
desired porosity. Equation 4.3 can be derived from the Equation 4.2 for porosity shown above. The
final thickness and porosity after calendering for each sample is shown above in Table 4.2
Uncalendered electrodes are relative soft, and there is a possibility that the micrometer can
inadvertently compress the film. To prevent any compression while measuring the thickness with
a micrometer we used a piece of polyimde between the film and the micrometer to spread the force
over a bigger area.

4.4

Results
The results of the electronic conductivity and contact resistance measurements are reported

in this section. The change in heterogeneity of the samples is also included.

4.4.1

Electronic Data
The mean electronic conductivity and contact resistance for cathode 1, cathode 2, and an-

ode 1 before and after calendering are shown in Figure 4.5. As expected the electronic conductivity
increases for each sample after calendering. However, for cathode 1 (Figure 4.5a) the mean conductivity does not significantly change (95% confidence level). This shows that calendering does
not always impact electronic conductivity. It is possible that the effect of calendering depends on
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active material, because cathode 1 has different active material than cathode 2 and a much higher
conductivity. As expected the conductivity of the anode is much greater than the two cathode
samples.
The contact resistance decreases following calendering for all three samples which is expected. For cathode 2 the contact resistance is reduced by almost exactly two orders of magnitude
as shown in Figure 4.5e, which is more than we expected. The proportional decrease in Rc is
greater than the proportional increase in electronic conductivity for each sample and especially for
cathode 2. Additionally, cathode 1 shows that calendering does not change electronic conductivity but contact resistance does decrease by at least one order of magnitude (Figure 4.5d). This
illustrates that calendering has a more significant impact on contact resistance than on electronic
conductivity.
To compare the change on equal terms we calculated the bulk resistance Rbulk , which is the
electronic resistance of the electrode film. This is calculated by

Rbulk = T /σ

(4.4)

Table 4.4 shows that the difference in Rc is much greater than than the change Rbulk after
calendering. This suggests that the contact resistance is affected by calendering more the bulk
resistance.
Table 4.4: Comparison of mean bulk and contact resistance
Rbulk (Ωcm2 )
Uncalendered Calendered
Anode 1
3×10−3
1.8×10−3
Cathode 1
0.016
0.014
Cathode 2
1.34
0.54

Rc (Ωcm2 )
Uncalendered Calendered
0.0267
0.00964
3.5
0.4
880
8.45

The 95% confidence intervals (C95 ) shown in Figure 4.5 were calculated by using the following
σstd
C95 = t √
n
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(4.5)

(b)

(a)

(d)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure 4.5: The mean electronic conductivity (a-c) and contact resistance (d-f) before and after
calendering of (a,d) anode 1, (b,e) cathode 1, and (c,f) cathode 2.

where t is the value assuming the two-tailed student distribution based on number of successful
measurement locations, n is the number of samples included in the average and σstd is the standard
deviation of local averages. The global average was likewise calculated from the means at each
location based on the number of repetitions.

4.4.2

Heterogeneity Comparison
In this work we measure heterogeneity by the spatial standard deviation divided by the

spatial mean conductive property (S). Standard deviation is a good way to represent spatial variation, which is then normalized by dividing by the mean. The higher the value of S the greater the
heterogeneity or variation of the sample.
Figure 4.6 shows the maps of conductivity and contact resistance before and after calendering for all three samples. The locations that are white on the maps show where the data was not
able to be inverted.
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The electronic conductivity for all three samples increases after calendering as shown by
the higher values in Figures 4.6d, 4.6e, and 4.6f. Visually comparing Figures 4.6a-c to Figures
4.6d-f, there is greater color variation after calendering for each sample. This is supported by the
greater spatial deviation for the calendered sample of each electrode as shown in Table 4.5. We see
an increase in hot spots and low spots, especially for cathode 2. The uncalendered sample (Figure
4.6c) appears fairly uniform in comparison to the calendered map (Figure 4.6f).
The maps of contact resistance before and after calendering are shown in Figures 4.6d-f
and Figures 4.6j-l, respectively. Rc decreases following calendering, as shown by the decrease in
magnitude of the scale bars for the calendered samples (Figures 4.6j-l).It is difficult to compare the
spatial color variation before and after calendering for each sample because the scale bar for the
uncalendered and calendered samples are different due to the significant decrease in magnitude of
the contact resistance after calendering. Table 4.5 shows that the Rc spatial standard deviation goes
down after calendering. However, these values are more accurately compared by calculating S as
described below.
Table 4.5: Spatial standard deviation for anode 1, cathode 1, and cathode 2
σ (µm)
Uncalendered Calendered
Anode 1
1043
2189
Cathode 1
72
53
Cathode 2
0.3
1.4

Rc (Ωcm2 )
Uncalendered Calendered
0.029
0.0021
3.0
0.52
247
2.85

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the linear and log distributions of the electronic conductivity and
contact resistance of the uncalendered and calendered anode 1, cathode 1, and cathode 2 samples.
We also calculated the skewness and the kurtosis to show how the distributions depart from a normal distribution, as given in Tables 4.6-4.9. A skewness of 0 represents a perfectly symmetric
distribution and a value between -1 and +1 is considered relatively moderate [48]. Similarly, kurtosis represents the length of tails and a value of 3 is consistent with a normal distribution [49].
These two quantities can be considered alternative measures of heterogeneity in addition to the S
parameter previously introduced.
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Figure 4.6: Electronic conductivity and contact resistance for anode 1, cathode 1, and cathode 2.
Showing the data for uncalendered (a,b,c) conductivity and (g,h,i) contact resistance, as well as
calendered (d,e,f) conductivity and (j,k,l) contact resistance.

Because both conductivity and contact resistance are positive quantities and at times can
have values close to zero, they may be better described by a log-normal distribution than a normal
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distribution. This motivated the comparison between linear and logarithmic distributions in Figures
4.7-4.8 and Tables 4.6-4.9.
As seen in Figures 4.7a-c, the linear distributions of electronic conductivity before and after
calendering are moderately symmetric, except for calendered cathode 1 and 2. The is shown by
the values of skewness in Table 4.6. Furthermore the magnitude of the skewness increases after
calendering in every case, which suggests that calendering impacts not only the mean but also
the tails of the distribution. Additionally, the length of the tails for the conductivity distribution
increases after calendering for all three samples, which suggests greater heterogeneity. This is
quantified by the increase in the kurtosis value for each sample with calendering (Table 4.6).
In Figures 4.7a and 4.7c the mean shifts to the right, which shows an increase in the mean
conductivity, which we expect. Additionally, the low values of the uncalendered distribution are
truncated, especially for cathode 1 and cathode 2. This could be explained by the compression of
large pores, or locations of low electronic conductivity, during calendering.
Table 4.7 and 4.9 show that the contact resistance distributions more closely resemble lognormal distributions. The values for contact resistance skewness are smaller in magnitude for the
log distribution (Table 4.9) in comparison to the skewness for the linear distribution. This is also
shown in the smaller kurtosis values for contact resistance which are closer to 3 (Table 4.9).
There is not a clear trend for the change in skewness for contact resistance after calendering.
However, the kurtosis values for the log distributions shown in Table 4.9 increase for each sample.
The increase in the length the tails, quantified by the increase in the kurtosis value, suggests greater
heterogeneity in contact resistance after calendering.
The mean contact resistance shifts to left after calendering (Figures 4.8c-f), especially for
cathode 1 and cathode 2. Additionally, the values of high contact resistance are truncated after
calendering. The compression of the material near the current collector during calendering could
cause regions with greater porosity, or high contact resistance, to become more dense, thus decreasing the contact resistance.
A comparison of skewness between the linear and log distributions for conductivity and
contact resistance, shows that skewness is lower for the log distribution for 10 of the 12 cases.
This suggests that, the log distribution is in general a better fit for the conductivity and contact
resistance data.
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Due to the 56% success rate for uncalendered cathode 2, we were concerned that missing
data would lead to a bias in distribution of conductivities, which we expect to be a log-normal
distribution. However, as shown in Figures 4.8c and 4.8f the conductivity and contact resistance
produced relatively symmetric distributions. This observation is supported by values of skewness
for electronic conductivity and contact resistance for uncalendered cathode 2 which are all between
-1 and +1, for both the linear and log distributions (Tables 4.6-4.9). The moderately symmetric distributions provides evidence that mean values from measurements with lower success percentages
are nevertheless reliable for this series of experiments.
Table 4.6: Comparison of skewness and kurtosis for linear distrubtion of electronic conductivity
Skewness
Uncalendered Calendered
Anode 1
0.29
0.78
Cathode 1
-0.32
1.3
Cathode 2
0.26
2.1

Kurtosis
Uncalendered Calendered
3.5
3.8
6.68
8.2
3.5
12.3

Table 4.7: Comparison of skewness and kurtosis for the linear distribution of contact resistance
Skewness
Uncalendered Calendered
Anode 1
2.72
1.71
Cathode 1
2.93
4.51
Cathode 2
0.11
1.21

Kurtosis
Uncalendered Calendered
10.83
7.71
17.5
26.9
2.44
6.49

Table 4.8: Comparison of skewness and kurtosis for log distribution of electronic conductivity
Skewness
Uncalendered Calendered
Anode 1
0.02
0.33
Cathode 1
-5.1
0.36
Cathode 2
-0.02
0.66

Kurtosis
Uncalendered Calendered
3.1
3.4
40
4.7
4.8
3.1

We then compared the normalized spatial standard deviation (S) of conductive properties,
which we used as a measure of heterogeneity. Figure 4.9 shows the change in S in electronic
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Figure 4.7: The linear distribution of electronic conductivity (a-c) and contact resistance (d-f)
before and after calendering of (a,d) anode 1, (b,e) cathode 1, and (c,f) cathode 2.

Table 4.9: Comparison of skewness and kurtosis for the log distribution of contact resistance
Skew
Uncalendered Calendered
Anode 1
0.89
0.82
Cathode 1
-0.28
1.1
Cathode 2
-0.58
-0.19

Kurtosis
Uncalendered Calendered
3.3
4.4
3.1
4.7
3.1
3.7

conductivity before and after calendering for each sample. The S is greater after calendering for
anode 1 and cathode 2, which means greater heterogeneity. Unlike surface roughness which is
reduced by calendering, these data show that electronic conductivity heterogeneity can actually
increase on a mm length scale. We understand that there will always be micro variation, but
heterogeneity on a millimeter scale is undesirable and can lead to uneven degradation and early
battery failure as described in Chapter 2. This suggests that uniform relative height does not
guarantee homogeneity in electronic conductivity. However, Sσ decreases for cathode 1, which
shows that calendering can decrease electronic heterogeneity. We don’t fully understand why S
varies in the opposite direction for cathode 1 in comparison to cathode 2, but it could be related
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Figure 4.8: The log distribution of electronic conductivity (a-c) and contact resistance (d-f) before
and after calendering of (a,d) anode 1, (b,e) cathode 1, and (c,f) cathode 2.

to the different active material in each electrode. For instance, the different shapes of the active
material properties could affect how well the materials are mixed together.
The increase in S for electronic conductivity could be explained by a greater change in
porosity we see for cathode 2 and anode 1, in comparison to cathode 1 (Table 4.2). As shown in
Figure 4.12 as the porosity changes during calendering, there is a lot of mechanical rearrangement
of material, which is a non-linear process because it is plastic deformation. In other words, the
materials do not compress uniformly. A higher degree of compression, or a greater change in
porosity (Figure 4.12a could lead to situations where the heterogeneity increases. In comparison,
with small change in porosity (Figure 4.12b where there is less material rearrangement which could
lead to higher homogeneity.
The S for contact resistance is shown in Figure 4.10. For both cathode samples the standard
deviation is greater after calendering. The data for the anode shows a decrease in S after calendering. Smaller S after calendering shows that the compression can increase uniformity in contact
resistance for anodes, suggesting that occasionally, calendering does positively impact uniform
battery performance. Of note, the anode was produced in our lab, and due to the limitations of
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Figure 4.9: The S for electronic conductivity of anode 1, cathode 1 and cathode 2 before and after
calendering

Figure 4.10: The S of the contact resistance for cathode 1, cathode 2 and, anode 1 before and after
calendering.

the manufacturing techniques available the electrode could have lower quality than the ANL cathode samples. It would be valuable to obtain commercial quality anode material and repeat this
experiment.
The increase in S for contact resistance is possibly due to a greater heterogeneity near
the current collector, which is then compressed. As the overall contact resistance decreases, the
extreme regions are magnified. The decrease in S could be physically possible, as the material near
the current collector is compressed, eliminating pores and pockets of high contact resistance while
spreading the distribution of the material as illustrated in Figure 4.11b.
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Figure 4.11: Diagram showing how calendering could cause (a) regions of high density of active
material particles near the separator and decreased uniformity and (b) increased uniformity near
the current collector by eliminating pores.

Figure 4.12: Diagram illustrating how a (a) greater change in porosity after calendering could lead
to a more heterogeneous structure compared to a (b) small change in porosity, which could increase
uniformity.

4.4.3

Summary
Three electrode samples, two cathodes and one anode, were tested before and after cal-

endering to determine the effect of calendering on the variation across a mm-length scale. The
electronic conductivity and contact resistance were measured. We calculated the skewness and
kurtosis of the electronic conductivity and contact resistance distributions. This provided an alter-
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native way to quantify heterogeneity. Furthermore, we compared the S, which we also used as a
measure of heterogeneity.
This work introduces the use of the S as a measure of heterogeneity. Our results show that
the heterogeneity increased after calendering for electronic conductivity and contact resistance for
all the samples, except contact resistance anode 1 and conductivity of cathode 1. The increase in
the kurtosis of the electronic conductivity and contact resistance distributions for all three samples, also suggests an increase in heterogeneity after calendering. The increase in variation we
observed suggests that the low surface roughness achieved by calendering hides non-uniformity in
electronic performance. We suggest that additional quality control metrics should be used, other
than thickness, to demonstrate level of or improvements to heterogeneity. Such measures could
lead to manufacturing adjustments that produce longer lasting batteries.
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CHAPTER 5.

CONCLUSION

This chapter provides a summary of the work described in this thesis. The section Future
Work includes ideas for improvements to the µRSP and additional experiments to further understand heterogeneity.

5.1

Summary of Results
A carbon coating method was developed in order to measure uncalendered electrodes. Our

data showed that a thin carbon coating, applied to a surface of a sample can increase the electrical
contact between the measurement probe and the sample, and thus improve the success percentage.
Additionally, we were able improve the mu4LP by designing and producing the microradial-surface probe (µRSP). This radial design overcomes the problem we discovered with uneven contact with lines which produces raw data that can not invert successfully. The electronic
measurement stage was also optimized to perform achieve consistent electronic contact and higher
success rates.
The µRSP was then used to study the effect of calendering on the mm-scale heterogeneity
of conductive properties of Li-ion electrodes. We measured the electronic conductivity and contact
resistance of three different samples, before and after calendering. We used the spatial standard
deviation divided by the spatial mean (S) as a measure of heterogeneity. We observed that the S increased for the electronic conductivity conductivity following calendering. The contact resistance
heterogeneity or S also increased, except for one sample. Additionally, the length of the tails in the
distribution, or the kurtosis increases after calendering for linear distribution of conductivity and
the log distribution of contact resistance for each sample, which suggests increased heterogeneity. The observation that for multiple samples calendering actually increases the variability on a
mm-scale leads us to believe that this could be true for other samples. The uniformity in thickness
of calendered electrodes hides the mesoscale heterogeneity in conductivity and contact resistance
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that can cause uneven degradation and early battery failure. We suggest that additional quality
control metrics should be used, other than thickness, to demonstrate level of or improvements to
heterogeneity. Such measures could lead to manufacturing adjustments that produce longer lasting
batteries.

5.2

Future Work
This work focused only on how one step in the manufacturing process of electrodes, cal-

endering, impacts heterogeneity on a mm scale. A study on the effect of the other aspects of the
manufacturing process, such as drying and mixing, on variation in electronic conductivity and
contact resistance would provide a more complete understanding. The process followed in this
work, could be repeated, but holding the variable of calendering constant and varying the amount
of mixing or the drying method used.
Additionally, the carbon coating method we developed can be used on samples that achieve
poor electronic contact during electronic measurements. One specific example is cycled electrodes.
Cycling degrades Li-ion electrodes, which makes it more difficult to obtain consistent and reliable
contact across a sample.
A broader use of the carbon coating method is to measure samples outside of the battery
world. For example, metals with thin coatings, rubbers, or other thin films. The carbon coating
could allow the probe to contact the surface regardless of the material.
We also suggest further optimization of the measurement set up for the µRSP. The measurement head could be produced out of metal instead of plastic for more durability. Additionally,
due to the sensitivity of angle of the µRSP in molex connector, the shape and size of the head
could be adjusted to fully eliminate any possibility of the probe slipping out the or bending in the
edge connector and loosing electrical connection.
We discovered that the wires which connect the PCBs to the multimeters sometimes pull
on the probe. To completely fix this problem, a new set of wires could be made and then attached
to the stage head in such a way that the wires move as the stage head moves. This would eliminate
any tension on the probe and the PCBs.
The electronics used in the measurement set up could also be improved. As described in
Section 3.3.1, the current PCBS do not have mirror symmetry, which caused problems with the
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alignment of the probe on the stage head. The PCBs could be redesigned to overcome this flaw.
Also once redesigned, the PCBs should be cut out and soldered to the edge connectors so they are
all the same size.
The µRSP can also be used to measure electronic conductivity to study different types of
electrodes. For example, electrodes designed for fast charging can be measured before and after
cycling to observe how the conductivity and contact resistance are affected.
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